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THE

National Inte,gration Council has now 55 members instead of 39
in 1962.
That is some integration indeed if one goes by numbers.
More people
may
be
temptced
to be included
in the
team
in
view of the beautiful venue---Srinagar-of
its meeting
this week.
But
why Srinagar, why !play it cool there?
Why not Nagpur, Kohima or Aijal
to enable the NIC to get the feel of how a Muslim, a Naga or a Mizo
reacts to his Iperilous fate?
Nagpur is still reeking from the orgy of
killing; near Kohima many N agas, "Chinese-trained",
and security forces
have died in a surprise raid; and in Mizoland the pacification campaign goes
on to secure the Mizlos the peace of the grave.
The NIC, if it is not to
become an expensive joke and an agency for summer travel, should try to
see for itself how murderous certain attempts at forcible integration of the
country can be.
About communal riots in particular we have come to a stage, where
cynicism has taken over from last year's
brief optimism
following the
el'e,ction rout of the Congress.
Many then believed and fondly hoped that
what looked like a mass !participation would make riots extremely difficult,
if not impossible.
But none of the: green UF Governments tried to come
to grips with basic evils, one of the reasons being the lurking strength, and
the strategy and cunning of the Congress.
The Left evolved no counterstrategy, only compromises for survival at any cost.
In Bihar and U.P.
leftist parties co-existed in the; Government
with cQmmunalists who have
a militant
organisation
which
knows
how
to rouse
the rabble
over the sacred cow or Hindi.
After some bouts of Muslim-killing,
the
leftists dithered, and
com:promised
over
Urdu.
And
in
their last
declaration of intent before joining the Pas wan Ministry in Bihar the CPI
did not touch any of the issues imperilling the minorities.
The record
of the u.P. Ministry was no bettler. That communal
rioting did not
break out on a big scale in West Bengal was perhaps due to the lingering
memories of the 1966 food movement.
In 1967 masses of Muslims joined what is described as the Leftist mainstream in voting against the Congress in many States.
But Indian parliamentary politics have a tendency to degenerate into a mudstream, or shit as
de Gaulle would call it. How the Muslims who do not seem to, have much
of an honourable
future-statistics
show the miserable percentage
and
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quality
of
their employmentwill act in the mid-term elections is not known. The recent killings
will not help the Congress but
will they help the leftists? Mere talk
of mass movements on the eve of elections is not likely to enthral the minorities. If, on the other hand, they try
to organise on their own, Hindu India
will raVe in hysteria over Muslim
separatism. A party is yet to emerge
which can mobilise the masses, not
for ministerial power, but for a shakeup of the entire rotten structure. We
who profess alarm at the growth of
right reaction, can only fume and fret
to salve the feeling of guilt over our
inability to influence the brutal course
of events. Commenting editorially on
communal or :political killings is an
exercise: in futility which has to be
gone through. How nice instead it
would be to recollect and debat~ the
bloody episodes in tranquillity in our
lovely jaigir that is Kashmir!

Myths Of Compromise
When the recently appointed adviser to the chief North Vietnamese
delegate to the Paris talks stopped
over in Moscow, word went round
that at Soviet persuasion the men from
Hanoi would take a less uncompromising stand. Mr Kosygin might indeed have pleaded so, but there is no
evidence, either from Paris or from the
areas of continued fighting, that the
North Vietnamese, or the Vietcong on
their advice, agreed to oblige. What
the Americans have been insisting
upon, possibly not entirely without
Russian support, is a stepping down
of the Vietcong war effort and of the
North Vietnamese aid to it as a precondition for an end to the U.S. bombing raids. Yet the Paris talks were
meant to discuss no other subject than
unconditional cessation of the bombing. All that Hanoi had said was that
peace talks could begin after the
bombing stopped. Nothing had been
agreed about so-called reciprocal dcescalation, before or after an end to
the American air strikes.
Now New Delhi has taken it upon
itself to inform the Americans that
2

the Vietcong and their North Vietnamese comrades will slow down their
struggle as soon as the bombing
stOiPS.Apparently a relatively junior
envoy that the South Block has chosen to post to Hanoi has come back
to headquarters with this assessment.
Or did; he claim to enjoy the confidence of President Ho Chi Minh
himself, or perhaps of Mr Pham Van
Dong? What is New Delhi trying to
prove? That it still cuts some ice in
the world? That it is still in the middle of what matters? That it can still
be useful in searches for peace? One
wishes one could so believe. But
since one cannot, the reported initiative seems as lP'athetic as it is irrelevant.
Besides, the Indian assessment is
vitiated by a gross misunderstanding
of the basic policy of North Vietnam
and the South's National Liberation
Front and hence of their strategy and
tactics. This misunderstanding generated the notion that by agreeing to
preliminary talks Hanoi had indicated
a change in its attitude, presaging
further changes as the talks developed.
In other words, a myth was created
that the North Vietnamese were no
longer as uncompromising as before
in their rejection of the theory of
reciprocal de-escalation.
But their
men in Paris have made it clear that
they are not interested in discussing
anything other than an unconditional
end to the American bombing. Yet
the myth !persists, and it is now being
suggested that de-escalation would
follow an end to the bombing. Those
who spread this myth expect Hanoi or
the NLF to equate the acts of Ame. rican aggression with their own struggle; without this equation there can
be no talk of reciprocal action.
The course of the 'fighting since the
Paris talks began has clearly shown
that neither Hanoi nor the NLF is
prepared
to accept that the Vietnamese struggle should or could be
susipended during the pendency of
preliminary or even substantive negotiations. In fact, the NLF's strategy
can only be, as it indeed is, to use
the results of its struggle to influence
the outcome of any substantive negotiations. The Vietcong attacks on

American and the South Vietnamese
Government positions in Saigon have
shown that the Tet offensive was not
suddenly, given up; it was followed by
another series of widespread attacks,
after which have been initiated the
kind of small-unit surprise raids now
being launched by the Vietcong
around or within Saigon. The tactics
have changed, but they are all part of
the same strategy, planned in advance,
co-ordinated at every stage and almost
always executed with astonishing
success. In fact, the latest tactics are
no less effective than the big-unit
actions of the past; American military
spokesmen are indeed quoted in some
foreign newspapers
as saying that
they are finding it particularly difficult to deal with these harassing
raids, made by a f.ew guerillas who
can move about in and around Saigon
without attracting suspicion. There
is already slpeculation over the possibility of Saigon having to be abandoned. That would perhaps be the
time to negotiate a settlement.

t Food And

Survival

About this time last year, the country's neWSIP'aperswere having a field
day narrating how food prices in West
Bengal had started soaring under the
United Front regime. Every day there
would be scarifying stories of nearstarvation here and there, despatches
from district towns and rural pockets
listing the spiralling rise in prices. But
all that was last year, when the compulsions of class interest suddenly
forced the news!p'aper owners to turn
solicitous about what they would ponderously refer to as 'the plight of the
common man'. This year, beginning
from the end of April, for each individual week till now, and for each of
the West Bengal's fourteen districts,
the open market priCe for rice has
been at least 50 per cent higher than
what it was last year. Our newslpapers
however will not tell you that. Since
the United Front Government has
been shoved out, there is no residual
objective reason for the Press bosses
to worry any more about the ip'lightof
the common man.
JUNE 22, 1968
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New Delhi is not worrying either.
Haven't the gentlemen there gone on
record that foodgrain production in
the current year has surpassed past
records? Politicians and civil servants
up there are now busy working out
projections of further eXipansion of
output in future years; some of them
are even thinking of export plans for
surplus grains-a
PL480 in reverse, so to say. Partly their euphoria
is on account of the geogr3Jphicallocation of New Delhi. Given the excellent
rabi crop, wheat prices have been falling in Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and
Uttar Pradesh; policy-makers in the
capital-situated
as they are right in
the heart of the wheat belt-are
impressionable peolP>1e,and immediately
jump from the particular to the general. If, despite the plentiful harvest,
Iprices do not abate in the eastern and
southern parts of the country, prices
must be an ass, or a perverse streak
must be at work in these parts.
Actually, the perversity is in the officialline of reasoning itself. A wagonload of statistics on increased production of foodgrains will not allow the
ipeople to ignore the inconvenient
reality of rising prices. Whatever the
statistics may say, high prices reflect
a fall in market availability. If the
Government suggests that availability
has shrunk despite rise in production,
on account of excessive stocking by
traders and rich farmers, the culpability still lies with the Government itself,
in its failure to enlarge public distribution through addditional procurement.
According to the Ministry of Food and
Agriculture's own claims, foodgrain
production this year must have exceeded last year's output by at least 22
million tonnes. Compared to last year,
procurement in the current year will
be scarcely one million tonnes more ;
thus more than 95 per cent of the increased output has been allowed to
be SfPriritedaway by the kulaks and
the traders. An indirect consequence
of this failure to procure is the regional unevenness in theldistribution of the
available foodgrains: the deficit States,
such as West Bengal and Kerala, have
been unable to partake of a share of
the extra output.
Official statistics hide something
JUNE 22, 1968

watch the situation with equanimity.
Instructions have been issued to the
State governments and engineering
and technical colleges and schools all
over the country that enrolment of
t,tudents must be immediately cut
down, supply of engineering gradutes must be adjusted to demand, and
thl.: various schemes of eXIP,ansionfor
technical education adequately pruned.
This could be idiocy, but this could
also be knavery of the vilest' sort.
One does not know whether, in arriving at its decision, the Ministry of
Education observed the courtesy of
consulting the Planning Commission;
as far as information goes, the latter
body is still nominally responsible for
schemes of industrial and technical expansion of the country and the requirements of engineering person!nel
in the mid-1970's should be derived
from the size and structure of the
Fourth Plan, now expected' to be
lfinalis'ed sometime toward the end of
the current year. But maybe, in view
of its past extravagances, the Planning
Commission has lost all credibility,
and Dr Triguna Sen believes in being
his planner-cum, statistician-cum-demand projector. The most charitable interpretation that could be placed
on his fiat is that he has hopelessly
mixed up the causality of things. Even
if the objective of reducing the enrolment of engineering students is to
assuage the [pressure on the labour
market in the current state of reoession, the result could scarcely be achieved by this type of action. By cutting down on admissions now, the
Ministry would be reducing the output
of engineerbg graduates only in 1973
-and
the subs'equent years. Even
the academic omnipotence of Dr Sen
has its limits; since enrolment coUld
not be slashed r'etrospectively, graduaNo More Engim~ers?
tes at the previously stipulated rate
The gentlemen in New Delhi are will in any case continue to roll out of
incapable of seeing beyond their nose. the engineering and technological inThe current recession has severely aff- stitutes this year, and in the next few
years.
Even under the Ministry of
ected the rate of absollption'of-engineering graduates. - and several hundreds Education's assumptions, sUlPply will
amongst the latter continue to be therefore fail to get adjusted to dewithout jobs. The Ministry of Edu- mand.
But if Dr Sen gets away with his
catiem, by now firmly establisLed as
proposal,
supply of engineering gradua fount for instant thinking, could not

else. Of the aggregate reported lllcrease of 22 million tonnes, the increase in the production of rice will be
barely 4 million tonnes, if even that.
Whatever the food habits of the policymakers, a large majority of this country's IPopulation have rice as their
principal cereal. This may be a perversity, but the ruling class will have
to lump it-or get out.
Mr Jagjivan Ram's entire current
worries seem to consist of devising
ways and means so that the rich Punjab
farmers could be assured fantastically
high prices for their wheat, even if this
would mean jacking up the issue IPrices
of wheat supplied through the ration
and fair price shops: the poor must be
robbed so that the kulaks might thrive.
Since an agricultural revolution has already been ushered in on Ipaper, and
his Ministry can dole out fanciful
figures apropos the alleged miracles of
the high-yielding varieties of seeds, high
prices, it appears, are to him at best
an irrelevance, at worst an irritant.
The benign gentleman has to be reminded that he is not just the Minister of
Agriculture, he bears certain concomitant obligations as Minister of Food
as well. The situation is going to
deteriorate in the coming lean months,
and if he continues to take lightly his
responsibilities to the deficit States.
some cherished a!pule-carts may still
overturn. The Parliamentary Consultative Committee on West Bengal had
other pre-occupations when it met
this week, but Mr Jagjivan Ram
should take counsel at least from Mr
P. C. Sen. who knows intimatelv about
the straillhtforward linear relationship
between food and survival. The hillhups may be surprised, but even the
iPoor people are aware of this relationship.

3

ates would be affected from 1973
onwards.
Does this mean that Dr
Sen is hopefully looking forward to
the continuance of the r<ccession till
then? Is recession going to be built
into India's ;planning frame from now
on? If the Ministry of Education's
soothsayers are right, and the lack of,
demand for industrial and engineering
products persists till 1973 and beyond,
the appropriate discription of the state
of affairs would not be recession; we
would then indeed be in the throes of
a thoroughgoing dt1Pression, the curve
of which would call for fundamental
re-ordering of the country's economy,
and perhaps not just the economy.
The nature of such re-orderings would
have to be determined at levels much,
much remote from the Ministry of
Education.
Or is it that a deeper game is involved? Dr Sen has not told us what is
the alternative deployment he is proposing for the funds which would be
saved by restricting the admissions in
engineering institutes. Would the
funds now go for the setting up of
some more good-for-nothing 'universities', producing additional vice-chancellorships to which discredited or
senile !politicians could conveniently
migrate? Engineering education raises the general level of technology and
awareness in the country; it makes
people bctter adapted for receiving
new ideas and skills, and consequently
lifts the average level of labour productivity in the country. It is in any
case bettcr to have a pool of unemployed graduates than a pool of graduates
in Vedanta philosophy. Is the Ministry of Education's endeavour part of
a deep-laid plot to shoo away progress
and modernism in the country?
Is
Iplutbg going to take over from where
planning has left off?
For FRONTIER
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West India can contact
S. D. CHANDAV\RKAR
10, Kanara House

Moga1 Lane, l\Iahim
Bombay-16
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Riot Enquiry
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IT was an irony

A
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of circumstances
that communal riots had to flare
up just at a time when the Ministers
here were preparing for the National
Integration Council session.
The events at Aurangabad and Nagpur last week once again bring to the
fore the disastrous consequences of
the Government's dilly-dally policy on
the communal question. Occasional
meetings of the National Integration
Council-it
was formed in 1960 and
met last in 1962-and adoption of resolutions full of platitudes can hardly
stem the growth of the communal
menace.
This has been \P'foved by events
during th~ last five or six years. The
Home Ministry's working paper for the
NIC meeting admits that areas which
were comparatively free from communal tension are increasingly becoming
centres of riots. Andhra and Maharashtra for instance
captured headlines for thdirst time in 1966. In 1967
the menace extended to Jammu and
Kashmir, which was free from Hindu
Muslim riots even during the worst
days of
communal tension
of
1946-47.
While the paper makes much of the
riots in East Pakistan in 1964 and
attributes to them the outbreak of
violence in West Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa, it conveniently remains silent
over the fact that since then there has
been no major instance of communal violence On the other side of the
Padma, while the trend is on the increase and embracing wider areas all
over India.
The Government is still hesitant in
banning communal organizations. The
RSS, which after Gandhiji's assassination, had to assure the Government
that it would not indulge in !political
activities if it was to be declared
legal, is now openly active in the political arena. No one here seems to remember those
days immediately

CORRESPONDENT

following the assassination. Slogans
like "Muslims should be Indianized"
are being taken for granted.
The ambivalence prevailing in the
Government was evident some time
ago here when two research scholars
made a case study on the communal
riots in Meerut. The study, extracts
from which were published in some
weeklies later, indicated that the major
factors behind the riots were Hindu
communal forces and administrative
failure at the local level. Home Ministry sources at that time admitted that
the study strengthened its hands in
repudiating the Jana Sangh allegation
that Sheikh Abdullah's speeches were
restPonsible for the Meerut riots. The
Ministry was reported to have recommended the study to the Commission
of Inquiry investigating the riots.
But things took a different turn
soon after the Pakistani newspaper
Dawn gave publicity to the caSe study.
It reproduced in full the entire 2,000word document and in an editorial
emphasized the allegations made by
the research scholars regarding administrative failure and Hindu communal forces.
Immediately the External Affairs
Ministry here got down to business.
It ,pulled up the two institutions with
which the research scholars were connected and expressed its disapproval
over the fact that they should allow
their scholars to prepare such a re-'
port. The Ministry's main comlp'laint
was that the report had provided the
Pakistan Government with grist to its
mill of anti-Indian propaganda.
The net result of all these goings-on
was that one of the scholars lost his
job with the institution. One is left
with the impression that the Government ;P!feferssuppression of truth to
suppression of the causes of communal violence. Another
step forward
and we shall be living under full-fledged fascist dictatorship.
JUNE 22, 1968
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part in achieving stability, progress
and freedom in South-East Asia."
Then came the clincher, which pinpoints the \purpose of Mrs Gandhi's
journey to the wonderland of Australia. Mr Gorton candidly added: "But
Australia's defence arrangements with
the US would allow it all the sooner to
offer more assistance to governments
and peoples of South-East Asia".
'With his own words ringing in his
ears, Mr Gordon took off for Saigon,
was sick on the way, and had a narrow
shave because the Vietcong mistimed
the mortar attack on the residence in
1. AKHTAR
which he was due to stay. Or, perhaps, the Vietcong wanted to SlPare
RS Indira Gandhi dr<;,ppedfor a by the sincerity of the hostess and the new 'Asian.'
day's visit to Singapore during the hostess in, her turn was equally imA few days later the dignitaries of
her recent tour of the "great" coun- pressed by the "Asian" heartbeats of Australia,
New Zealand, Britain,
tries of South-East Asia such as Aus- white Australia.
Malaysia
and
Singapore met with
At the banquet which Mrs Gandhi
tralia, New Zealand
and Malaysia,
solemn faces to decide what should
held
in
honour
of
Australia's
Prime
besides mosquito-size Singapore.
be done when the British pulled out
In Singapore, the gracious lady Minister, Mr Gorton, or Mr Gorton from Singapore.
with the equally gracious and shy held in honour of Mrs Gandhi, the
It seems we are in for another dose
smile was asked at a Press conference former gently chided the latter and of liberal imperialism. All these
whether she considered Australia and asked her to keep it in view that her moves seem part of the sinister game
New Zealand to be outside Powers. country had waged the fr~edom strug- of war chess. There is something
The question was a loaded one. Pat gle against an essentially benign im- deathly "white" at the bottom of it
came the loaded reply that the two perialism.
But the [Jiece de resistance of Mrs all. Or are we going colour blind or
countries now considered themselves
just plain purblind?
¥
¥
Asians, so the question did not arise. Gandhi's banquet came later and that
This momentous question and ans- too across the Pacific, in America.
If
your
memory
is
reasonably
good,
wer were uttered on May 20. Mark For, before Mrs Gandhi had complet- you would be able to recall that there
the date. The same day and perhaps ed her tour of Australia the host is a State called Orissa, which is ruled
at the same hour, Australia's Terri- Prime Minister flew off to America to by a Chief Minister named R. N.
tories Minister, Mr Charles Barnes, pay his respects to Mr Johnson, ano- Singh Deo. This learned: and erudite
spoke up in Brisbane to proclaim that ther "Asian" of lilywhite credentials. man has sent a letter to all members
the White Australia policy would re- Witness: Vietnam.
'Welcoming the Australian Prime of the National Development Council
main almost unchanged. Perha\ps the
taking his Kerala counterpart to task
almost was in deference
to Mrs Minister to the White House, Mr for the comments which he had made
Gandhi's impending visit. He further Johnson said, "Today we are fighting at the recent Council meeting. Chalcladfied that Australia was anxious to side by side in the ricelfields of Viet- lenging Mr Namboodiripad's
claim
preserve the purity of white blood, as nam. I do not know how close we that socialist countries had made a
Australia did not want a situation may be to success in our commonbetter showing than others in the matThe chief of the
similar to that in America where 10 and historic-cause".
t~r of economic development, Mr
per cent of the population was Negro. mightiest miltiary machine, which is Smgh Deo \points out that ideological
Both Mrs Gandhi's statement and possessed by genocidal mania, added: obsession "has blurred our vision
Mr Barnes' counter-statement appear- "We see a world where might does and put the country's economy on a
ed in the papers the same day. But not make right. We strive for a world wrong track. The people had realised
can live together in
how many noticed the "black" and where nations
now that socialism was only a political
peace
and
freedom,
under the rule
"white"
contradiction:; in the two
slogan for exploiting them". Mr
of the law".
statements?
Singh Deo refers to the affluenCe of
Mr Gorton responded to this stirrAt least
Mrs Gandhi was not
Wes~ Germany's economy in support
bothered at all, nor was she bewil- ing challenge just as warmly as he of hIS argument. He says that the line
dered. She was certainly bewitched by had reSiPonded to Mrs Gandhi and advocated by him is based on demowhat she heard and saw in the new- she had to him just two days ago. cratic freedom, healthy competition
fangled white "Asian"
continent of He said "Australia alone (emphasis and pragmatism.
Australia. The hosts were impressed added) could not efficiently play its

After all this, how far the much
publicized National Integration Council meeting will come any nearer to
the solution of the problem is anybody's guess. The same old Ipeople
who had been dominating the Council and had failed miserably during all
these years will be meeting at Srinagar. It is difficult to understand why

the CPI and some other Leftist parties, atter an initial refusal to attend
the meeting, have decided to creep
back into the Council. Is it a futile
bid to rehabilitate. their image-particularly that of the CPI-with
the
minority community here after their
short-lived honeymoon with the Jana
Sangh in Bihar and U.P.·~

Second Reading
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Mr Namboodiripad,
on the other
hand, "stands for forced labour, totalitarianism and complete
regimentation".
The case of "socialism" in India is
indeed piquant.
It can be illustrated
and understood by a \parable.
Once upon a time
many heinous
murders took place in a village inhabited by very simple
folk, who were
honest and hard-working. They began
to look at three persons with suspicion,
for they had suddenly become very
rich. As the murders, accompanied by
dacoity, Ipiled up, so did the wealth
of the three. The simple village folk
were getting
a little
wiser,
which
frightened the threesome.
They devised an ingenious plan to
save their skins, their ill-gotten wealth
and their reputation.
They sat upon
an innocent wayfarer
from a far-off
village.
He was accused of all the
crimes which the threesome had: committed. One of the murderers
turned
an eye-witness, the other became the
prosecutor and the third one assigned
to himself the role of judge.
The "constitutional
demands" fully
met, the innocent
wayfarer was sentenced to death by torture.
That is exactly
what is haPIPening
to "socialism" in India, which was in
the first place "capitalistic"
socialism.
As for the people, of whom Mr Deo
speaks so feelingly,
they have never
been part of this "socialism". So the
question of their turning away from
it does not arise. Yet there is no doubt
the word has been perverted thoroughly.
Mr. R. N. Singh Deo mayor
may
not know it that almost
every year
his State is visited by drought, starvation and famine. As the latest newspaper reports
suggest,
even
now
parts of Eastern India, Orissa included, are faced with drought. How very
beautiful it would
be for Mr Deo's
peQple to have the "democratic"
freedom to die; to compete with each
other in the race for death, and above
all, to have the pragmatist choice of
many ways of dying-whether
one
would like to die of plain exhaustion
or malnutrition
or some disease induced by poisonous herbs or food.
6

Calcutta Diary
CHARAN

TAKE the movement
which the
United Front had launched earlier
this year to get rid of the former Assistant Assay Master of the Mint, then
Chief Minister of the State. It was a
movement
allegedly
involving
the
life and death of the Bengali people.
I now forget how many thousands of
volunteers got
arrested,
and
how
many phases it went through till the
curtain was rung by the President's
proclamation on February 20. Every
now and then, Calcutta
newspapers
carry insertions about 'cultural' events,
which sometimes go. on for a, fortnight,
or even more, with the ;programme for
each day meticulously worked out in
advance. Similarly, the United Front
was in the habit of releasing to the
Press, on the eve of a particular phase
of the mov~ment, a schedule of what
was going to happen
on what date,
who was going to infringe Section 144
of the Indian penal Code where, and
other such heLpful details.
One of these
details continues to
haunt me. This mighty
movement
to salvage the honour
of the Bengali
people had a three-day
intermission
in the first week
of February.
The
intermission-sort
of a 'coffee-break'
for the movement-was
also announced in advance.
For three days, the
United Front informed us, the unceasing struggle for undoing the great wrong
inflicted on the people
of this State
would have a pause
on account of
Shri Panchami.
The Hindu Goddess
of Learning
had to be worshipped
with appropriate
eclat, perhaps the
volunteers would
be otherwise engaged, so the revolutionary upsurge of
the masses was stopped in mid-air for
three days, to he resumed
on the
dawn--or
was it the afternoon-of
the fourth day.
You are perfectly at liberty to take
sides in the matter. Call it pragmatism
on the !pmt of the leaders
of the
movement, or, if YOll must, say that
the movement was just a fake, an offagain-on-again
divertissement
while

GUPTA

the Front leaders
were working out
a more substantive strategy of action.
I for myself could not however help
being reminded
of the Shakespeareloving, eccentric old gentleman during
my childhood days in our home town.
The gentleman
had enough
money,
and many whims, one of which was
to ·render Shakespeare
into Bengali
and have the translated
versions of
the plays staged by friends and cronies
in the hall of his garden house. But,
believing as he: did in the early-to.bedand-early-to-rise
formula,
another of
his whims was to shut off electricity in
the garden house !punctually at 10 every evening. It woulcl thus often happen
that, for example, Julius Caesar would
be the fare for the evening, the curtain
would rise at 8 p.m., Cassius
and
Brutus would proceed with their conspiracy, the Ides of March would come
and agonisingly go, in Act III, Sc. I
-or
whatever it was-Mark
Antony
would start
haranguing
'the friends,
Romans, countrymen,
when, click, it
was 10 o'clock,
and all lights were
out. But the private audience had no
regrets, for the following evening the
curtain would
again rise punctually
at 8, and play would be resumed at
the Iprecise point where Antony was
urging his countrymen
to lend him
their ears. . .. . The United Front's
movement had an identical quality of
bizarreness: never mind the matter of
life and death for the Bengali people,
there simply
had to be a three-day
break in honour of Goddess Saraswati.
The manner in which
the proposed
strike of the engineering workers has
now been suddenly pos~p'oned suggests
that the silly reason might indeed last
for ever.

It is not my
purpose to write a
critique of the United
Front
The
reason I refer
to the episode is to
draw attention to a particular facet of
Bengali values. Despite the hYiperbole
of their eloquence, the
Bengalis, it
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could be argued, are not that far different from the run-of-the-mill Indians;
sooner or later, Iplacidity takes over
from the spirit of rebellion, and insurgency becomes a part-time affair, occasionally interleavened
by what Graham Greene would perhaps call 'entertainments'. But maybe the anthropologists have a better explanation to
offer. More than anything else, tribal
emotions
still dominate
Bengali
existence. Consequently, the ritual of
totems and taboos supervenes in
daily chores. The ceremonial observance of festivals-symbolic of totemism-thus takes precedence over political issues of even the greatest moment. It is an almost absent-minded
observance of occasions, nobody really
worries too much about the religious
content of the ceremonies, it is the
form-the
community worship. the
frills of musical soirees and theatri':
cals-which really matters. I have
seen elegant Thai ladies, chic to their
'fingerti:ps,thoroughly Americanized in
their attire, manners and deportment,
driving at dizzy speed Ford Thunderbirds down crowded Bangkok streets,
suddenly slowing down and bowing
low every time they would pass a
Buddha temple: a reflex act more out
of habit than anything else. When they
take time off to observe this or that
festival, the Bengalis conceivably are
making a similar, habit-induced gesture. The genesis of the devotion is
lost in antiquity, but the ritual remains.
How else can one explain the lphenomenon that e:ven as
the Communist influence has grown in
West Bengal steadily in the course of
the last twenty years, there has been
a corresponding growth in various
religious movements too: any number
of ladies and gentlemen, who, in
election time, would troop into the
booth to vote hammer-and-sickle-witha-star would troop into the Kalighat
and Dakshineswar temples too with
equal fidelity. After all, in 1966, Mr
P. C. Sen could find out for the first
time how much his policies were disliked only when he went to address
one evening a gathering of matronly
ladies on the life and loves of Shri
Chaitanya.
That devotion for Hare Krishna:
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could be combined with devotion for will be allowed to be done under genHare Krishna Konar may be neither teel, tranquil circumstances.
Nearly
here nor there; certainly this cannot sixty individuals in this State are now
be held as clinching proof that the languishing in prison for political
Bengali predilection for Marxist sen- reasons, and much indignation is being
timents is at best superficial. Despite expended that they have not been rethe appurtenances of rational thinking, leased. It is entirely proper that proit is not ~asy to pierce <1iPartthe mould tests are lodged against their incarceof tribal behaviour; alienation in this ration, it should be the endeavour of
instance has to be an elongated pro- all Left parties to try to get the policess. As caste breaks into class, tribal tical !prisoners released, and to focus
memories too ought to be overtaken on the fact that these individuals are
by the forces of economic determin- suffering because of the integrity of
ism. This is a hope which has to be their ideological beliefs. And yet, it
nurtured.
seems somewhat incongruous that with
A danger however remains. What if all this talk of revolution saturating
the mouthing of revolutionary inten- the West Bengal air, there are still
tions itself gets assimilated into tribal only about sixty individuals locked
culture? One more ritual would then away in prison. It cannot even be said
be added to the Bengali , corpus of that the rest of the revolutionaries
rituals, the Bengali youth wo:dd, have spreadeagled themselves in the
religiously, pay obeisance to the God countryside. One Naxalbari swallow
of Revolution,
revolution-fetishism scarcely makes for an insurrectionary
would su~plant all overt acts aimed summer: at the moment, the rural
at social transformation. Assimilation areas in this State are even quieter
would frustrate alienation, and mat than in the 1950's and the early
or two minor clashes
would be the end of the road so far as 1960's-one
the struggle between the classes is con- over tenancy rights here and there,
cerned. Illusion would replace reality, which simmer down within hours of
semantics would take quite a few hard occurrence. There are no rumblings
knocks, there would be froth every- of memory from 1948-or from 1959.
. It could be a terrible tragedy, if
where, but precious little else.
revolutionary
fervour gets petrified
This is hardly a far-fetched appreinto
stylised
reflexes.
Almost every
hension. By now, spanning over the
Bengali
young
man
or
woman writes
last three years, I have heard literally
poetry
for
SOme
time,
every
hundreds of speeches pledging 'revoluBengali
household
has
its
quota
of
tionary' solidarity with the people of
Tagore music: these are tribal comVie:tnam, songs have SiP'routed, and
much high-flown poetry
has been mitments which haVe to be fulfilled.
written, threatening dire consequences There is a certain average competence
to American
imperialism unless it in both poetry-writing and music-blaring, but nothing much more. Since they
stops misbehaving in Vietnam. These
have been accepted as tribal cult and
about represent the sum-total of Bentherefore belong, the intensity of emogali effort in support of the: cause of
tions has become a iP'eripheral attrithe iPeople of Vietnam: vapour thou
bute. The politics of revolution in
art, to vapour returneth. The organisaWest Bengal could well become the
tional forms for political agitations
victim of a similar tribal affliction.
tend to be:indistinguishable from those
for so-called 'cultural'
events; the
tribal writ runs over both.
,It is amazing how much softness has
The monsoon has arrived, and the
permeated into the traditional Left. squalor of existence in this wretched
Even thOse who swear by revolution city onCe more remorselessly hits one
have been affected by the mores im- in the eye. Mud, slush, the stench or
plicit in the working of the present rotting garbage, the breakdown of the
socio-IPolitical order: the preaohing of precarious arrangements for sewerage;
revolution too, it is being expected, the shacks of the poor collapsing un-
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der the impact
of the heavy downpours; the misery of submarginal existence. Maybe, out of these coll3iPsing
shacks, some brat
would come up,
who would be ignorant of the vicarious pleasures of revolutions
in other
lands,
but would
still
learn, in

the hardest
possible
way, about
the
inevitability
of
the
class
struggle,
would
know
how
to
go about for organising it, and would
last the home, stretch. Perhaps, another
of those romantic
Bengali
dreams,
destined to go the way of all flesh!

manufaclurers
who buy
advertising
space in the Association's
monthly
magazine., the American Rifleman.
The NRA does not have thc financial means or membershilP'
to be a
powerful lobby; but, in practice, it is
one of the most dlective lobbies in
the country. According to Harris, the
NRA boasts that it can produce within
scventy-two hours Ov'e:r half a million
Letter from America
letters, postcards and telegrams to the
members of Congress on any gun Bill
issue.
And, indeed,
this lobby has
been doing better than this for years.
Since President
Kennedy's
death,
ROB! CHAKRA VORTI
the Congr'ciSs has been interested in a
gun control law. Recently,
Senator
He Dodd has been quite: active in passing
, "VIOLENCE
is as American as that America is a violent society.
charges that there are too many "procherry pie."
Militant Negro
a gun control Bill called S. 1592. The
leader, H. Rap Brown, is reported to fiteers of vi.olence", too many people
NRA has somehow be·ein able to genefetish
have said so once.
In the wake of getting rich on the American,
rate an excitement on the issue which
Robert Kennedy's
tragic
death, the for guns and entrancement by violenoe.
has been much gJ1eiUterthan any other
Speigel, in a TV interview, distinguiquestion is being echoed and re-echoissue in recent times, including the
shed between three types of violence:
ed: Is America a violent society?
Medicare Bill and ,even the Vietnam
President Johnson and Nelson Roc- collective violence, such as riots; in- war.
As Harris reported, in most
dividual violence, such as murders;
kef~ller, among others, would answer,
Senate: offices, mail on S. 1592 was
and cr:me in the: streets.
He claims
No. Johnson said in his nation-wide
running far heavier than it had on any
that in collective violence, America is other issue in reoe:nt years.
broadcast that two million Americans
And,
far behind other countries of the world
did not shoot ~ennedy.
The Archwhat is interesting, unlike the: mail on
bishop of New York in course of his -a position that can be challenged in the issues of Medicar,e and Vietnam,
view of the re.cent Negro riots and the
sermon at the Requiem Mass at St
almost all the letters On S. 1592 alP""
lP'ast records of lynching throughout
Patrick's Cathedral quoted this LBJ
pose,d it.
In any case, even
statement.
Governor R<eagan of Cali- American history
The present gun control Bill is, howfornia went a step further and said if we agr'ee that America is low on the
ever, a weak Bill; it will stop the; inthat Robert Kennedy's
assassin was scale of collective violence, there is lit- ter -State mail-order sale: of hand-g,l}ns
not ev,en an American citizen and his tle question of Am'erican leadership in and that's all. The
President
and
two other types of violence, namely,
cause was not even an" American
many prominent Congressmen want a
Individual acts of violence: and crime
cause".
stricter gun control Bill. If guns are
And there are poin- not so easily accessible, it is argued,
In other words, they are arguing on in the streets.
ters that the "profiteers
of violence"
the grounds of statistical logic. Th
the killing rate will ho:t:dully go down.
are aiding and
abetting this strong
assassinations of Dr King and Robert
Polls have repeatedly
shown that a
Kennedy are rare events, they are say- American strain towards violence.
vast majority of people favour a strict
An
exceUent
article in the New
ing in ,effect, and you cannot describe
gun control legislation, but the gun
Yorker
by
Richard
Harris gives a de- lobby has succesfully thwarted any atthe true lPattern of American life on
tailed, blow-by-blow
account of the
the basis of a couple of such isolated
tempt so far to control
the sale of
activities of one of the most powerful
events.
guns, which can be: bought in most of
gun
Senator Javits .of New York, on the lobbies in the United States-the
the States like chocolates.
The gun
The gun lobby is centred in lobby has aJternat':.Iy used the arguother hand, holds
a different view. lobby.
the National Rifle Association, which
Looking visibly disturbed at the: La
ment of freedom and tradition.
By a
Guardia airport as he waited for tlw operates from a three;-and-a-half mil- strange twist of logic, critics of gun
lion dollar,
nine-storey
Washington
body of Senator Kennedy to arrive,
control Bills have 'equated gun control
headquarters.
The NRA is l'elPOfted with measures of a police State.
he' told a television reporter that Kennedy's assassination
may not be an to have more than ten million dollars
aberration, it is perhaps a Ipart of the in assets and an annual income: of over
"Frontier Spirit"
five million, sixty percent of which
Th.e: logic appears strange, however,
scene.
paid by 8,50,000
Dr ~priegel, who is the: director of comes from dues
only to a foreign observer.
The use
of guns has be,;:n a part of American
the Lemberg Center for the study of members and twenty-six percent comes
from
arms and sporting equipment
Violencc at Brandeis University, thinks
tradition for a long time.
It has been

Is U.S. A V iolent Society ?
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country may have been engaged in at
the time. A couple of years ago, for
instancc, Christmas toys included toy
bazookas, tiny-sized helicapter soldiers
lfighting guerillas. Recently, the Commonwe'al magazine, published a chilling report of how the Slp~rit of war
aften seeps down to the younger generation.
ommonweal reported:
"Paren ts
who took their 6-to-12 year aIds to
Armed Forces Day festivities at Pitman, N.J.,
found
that
because of
complaints
fram
fussbudgets
there
wasn't
the silhouettee
of the Viet
Cong soldier for the kids to shoat an
air rifle at; the,y had to settle on rubber
tires for a target. Nat near so much
fun. But there were other joys o'f war
for the: kids-like
hurling deactivated
hand-grenades,
bayoneting
with padded broomsticks,
and a !pmachute
jump fram a 16-foot tower."
While the romanticizing of the cult
of the gun goes on in one form and
another and the gun labby successfully
continues to block efforts at gun control, the killing
rate in the United
States goes up every year. The Senate
Judiciary
Subcammittee
which
has
long been interested in passing a gun
law has gathered data which show that
murder rates in the United States have
gone up 12 p~r cent in 1967 and up
50 per cent since 1957. According to
this committee,
thirty-three: murders
are committed in the U.S. every day,
nearly two aut of thl'e,e with gum.
According to. Senator
Dodd, "since
1961, over 20,000 of our troops have
been killed in Vietnam. But the slaughter in the streets
has
been three
times as great".
Richard Harris of the New Yorker.
has presented these astounding figures
of the volume: af killings, suicides and
crimes in
the U.S. which involved
the USe of guns. In 1966, guns were
used in an 'estimated sixty-five, hundred
murders, ten, thousand suicides, and
Wars
twenty-six hundred accidental deathsIn recent years, America
has also
an estimate:d: total of nineteen thoubeen involved in international
wars,
sand deaths. In additian,
guns were
such as in Korea and Vietnam, and used in an estimated forty-three thouthese might have had subliminal ie'ffects sand serious assaults and 'fifty thouon imlPfessionable minds.
The toys
sand robberies,
and: they caused an
that children
play
with have often
estimated hundred thousand non-fatal
\reflJelCted the mood of the war the injuries. Since 1900, three-quarters
of

a Ipmt of what is called the fronti,er
spirit. The Second Amendment to be
Constitution,
in fact, states that since
a well-regulated militi,\ is necessary for
the security of a free State, "the right
of the, people to keep and bear arms
shall not be infringed." The gun lobby
has used this as a pawerful arsenal
against any effective gun control Bill.
But, as the New Yorker article
has
correctly pointed out, the Second Amendment suggests that the States have
rights to maintain citizen militias; it
does not necessarily mean that private
individuals should arm themselves to
the teeth. The NRA which swears by
constitutionality
whenever
any gun
Bill comes up before
Congress has
never been confident enough to. carry
a test case
to the Supreme
Court
which has yet to knock out any local,
State ar federal
law regulating firearms.
TIle Second Amendment itself, however, can be taken as an index of the
American tradition of vioknce. As I
have indicated earlier, this stems from
the American history
af colonialisation of the territories which now constitute the bulk of the United States.
Long, long before Mao, power indeed
had come out of the barrels of guns
wielded by American
whites as they
fanned out to the west taming the
Indians, the wild natme: and the weaker of their own immigrant species.
Even now, there is a strong afterglow of the tradition. Violence: is still
romanticized in 'films and television
shows. As Eric Severeid, the noted
CBS commentator,
pointed out, the
most talked-about
movie
in recent
times, Bonnie and Clyde gives a romantic version
of the story of two
bank robbers and killers. Speigel also
said that it's time
for a wide-scale
attack against romanticization
of violence in films and TV shows.
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a million people in the United States
have been killed by privately owned
guns, or a third again as many as have
been killed in all wars in which the
U:S. had been involv,ed.
The
number
of guns in private
hands is astronomical. Estimates have
ranged from a low of fifty million to a
high of two hundred million.
It is
known, howev,e,r, that each year two
million domestically
made guns and
one million imported guns are sold. In
other words, iil the course af leach
working day,
around
10,000
guns
reach private hands.
In the name of freedom, Americans
can· indeed
get away with murder.
Three prominent
public figures had
been assassinated in less
than five
years; five af the twelve Presidents in
this century were targets of assassination attempts; over
20 pe,rsons are
shot to death every day in this 'God's
own cauntry'.
And, yet, such is the
nature of American soci,ety and politics that a control on gun sales cannot be effected. If India has its holy
cows, the so-caned 'achie:ving society'
of the United
States seems to have
quite a fe,w of its own.
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On Marx
IV
MONITOR

MARXISM,
apart from its fight
against bourgeois
ideology,
established itself as the leading revolutionary doctrine of the proletariat only
through a bitter and long drawn out
battle against its external and internal
enemies. The most important external force that held its sway for some
time among the proletariat and which
Marx and Engels had to contend with
was Anarchism r~presented mainly by
Proudhon and Bakunin. The battle
against Anarchism began with the
fight against a set of erroneous ideas
among
the proletariat
about a
whole series of questions concerning the domain of economic
doctrine, federalism and centralism,
the attitude of the proletariat towards
the State before and after the revolution etc. It ended in victory and the
labour
movement
ousted
the
Anarchists
from the International
Workingmen's Association. Almost
immediately
after its victory over
alien ideologies Marxism, however,
had to contend with the anti-Marxist
ideas and! practices within Marxism
itself, ideas and practices which Marxism had fought in course of its battle
against the bourgeoisie and the Anarchists and which had smuggled
their way into the working class movement under the guise of Marxism.
Indeed "the dialectics of history
was
such that
the theoretical
viotory of Marxism obliged its enemies to disguise themselves as Marxists".! The germs of this anti-Marxist
trend within Marxism already lay in
the draft of the Gotha Programme
(1875) of the German Social Democratic Party where the German Marxists almost capitulated before Lassaleism on some fundamental questions
of theory. In his famous Critique of
the Gotha Programme Marx subjected
the whole draft to a withering oriticism by pointing out the opportunist
deviations from the revolutionary line.
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However, the 'Marxist' who more
than anybody else ca:rried these deviations to their logical conclusion, amended and revised the fundamental
tenets of Marxism under the plea of
changed world conditions and questioned the very basis of Marxism was
Edward Bernstein. On the basis of
'available statistics' Bernstein rejected
as untrue the increasing impoverishment of the masses under capitalism,
the concentration of capital, and the
inevitability of the capitalist crisis. He
maintained that capitalism had developed from within itself a number of
stabilising factors making its collapse
in the near future impossible. He
doubted whether the breakdown of
the existing social order was desirable
for the working class and held that
the working class needed only concern itself with the most immediate
practical tasks and carry out reforms
"step by step". "The movement i<;
everything, the lfinal aim is nothing",
he declared. He criticised Marxism
for its dialectics which he considered
to be a noose that imjpeded logical
observation of all aspects of a phenomenon and pointed out that there were
no sudden changes or leaps in history
-that is, no qualitative changes from
quantitative changes-but
that society
would change gradually through evo. lution. The road to political power for
social democracy
lay through
the
bourgeois parliament and the central
task of social democracy was to win
and improve parliamentary-that
is,
bourgeois-democracy,
he concluded.
Bernstein's contentions did not, of
course. go unchallenged. These were
severely criticised by the Marxist
theoreticians, of whom the most rrominent were Plekhanov and Kautsky.
But in spite of their valuable contributions-specially
thOse of Plekhanov
in the domain of philosophy-both
these theoreticians
showed considerable vacillation in their fight against
revisionism. This vacillation later developed into out and out opportunism
and open collaboration with the imperialist bourgeoisie against the pTOletarian Ifevoluion. In this respect Kautsky's position is particularly instructive. Kautsky propagated the theory of
'ultra-imperialism'.
He held,
f01-

lowing implicitly Bernstein,
that
there were forces in imperialism which
replaced contradictions
among the
imperialist States by the inter-imperialist alliance for a combined' exploitation of the world and thus served as
a stabilising factor for the system.
Although Kautsky verbally opposed
imperialism, that opposition amounted
to an opposition of the imperialist
policy of annexation and colonial repression and not the economic system
that gave rise to that policy. Another
factor of 'peace', according to Kautsky, lay in the imjperialist war itself.
There seems to be an astonishingly
modern ring about his argument according to which, "with the lessons of
war lealrnt, there is no economic necessity for continuing the armament race.
This is also the case from the view
poin,! of the capitalist class itself".2
Finally, he advised the imperialist
States to deal with their colonies. in
"peaceful and democratic ways".
Thus instead of "going forward to
accentuate
and deepen the antagonisms which imperialism engenders"
Kautsky went "backwards towards
allaying these antagonisms".R
Transition

This OJPportunism manifested itself
still more rabidly in Kautsky's attitude
to the
S tat e
and the question of
transition
from
capitalism to socialism. The essential
teaching of Marx and Engels on the
State, it may be recalled, is that the
State is the product of irreconcilable
antagonisms of society divided into
classes and that it is the organ of class
rule-an
instrument of violenceused by the exploiting classes against
the exploited. Hence the liberation of
the exploited class is impossible without the destlruction of the existing
State a,pparatus. After the revolution
of 1848-51 and more particularly
on the basis of the experience of the
great Paris Commune of 1871 Marx
and Engels
maintained, as we saw
previously, that for the proletariat it
is not ~ question of simply seizing the
State power in courSe of the revolution, it is also a question of smashing
the old State a[Pp3lratus,that is, basically, the bureaucracy, the police and
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• the standing army. Now in his treatment of the State Kautsky constantly
showed what Engels had called "superstitious reverence"
for the State.
That is, either he evaded the question
of the State OT when he spoke of the
L revolution he spoke merely 'Of the
( conquest but nat the destruction 'Ofthe
baurgeois State power, which constitutes the essence of proletarian revalution.
The destructian
of the bourgeois
State [power in course 'Of the revolutian, Marx and Engels maintained
(unlike the Anarchists)
does not of
course mean that there will be no
State pawer immediately after the
overthrow 'Of the bourgeaisie. On the
morrow 'Of the revolution the praletariat will instal its own State power
in place of the ald. Marx and Engels
called it the dictatorship of the proletariat which signifies, simultaneously,
an absolute dictatorship' aver exploiting classes and the widest democracy
among the proletariat. Indeed, this is
the form of the State during the 'political transition period" corresponding
to the whole histarical
epoch that
lies between capitalism and commu'
nism, as Marx ewlained in his celebrated Letter to Wilhelm Bracke
(5.5.1875).
Now Kautsky took a
thoroughly bourgeois liberal stand by
praising democracy in general and
• opposing it to dictatorship in general;
that is he evaded the question of class
content of these institutians. This
amounted to an embellishment of bourgeois democracy and an abhorrence
of the use of revolutionary violence
by the oppressed class against the
oppressors. Kautsky even wondered
as ta why the warkers who canstituted the majority required a dictatarship. "Kautsky", said Lenin, "asks
why do we need a dictatorship when
we have majority? And Marx and
Engels explain: in order to break
down the resistance 'Of the bourgeoisie; in order to inspire the reactionalries with terror; in order to maintain
the autharity of the armed people
against the bourgeoisie; in order that
the pmletariat may farcibly hold down
its advers3lries".4 Thus Kautskyism
represented the essence 'Of revisianism
which daminated the Secand' Int~rna~
JUNE 22, 1968

tional after the death 'Of Engels. The
word "revisionism" 'is 'Of course used
here in the Leninist sense 'Ofthe term,
that is, the 'Omission, 'Obliteration and
distortion of the revolutionary side 'Of
Marxism, of its revalutianary souJ.5
Material Base

far revIsIOnism indeed emerged again
in the working class mavement SlPeciaIly after the Secand World War. As
space does not permit us to deal
with this phenomenon fully we shall
confine 'Ourselves to an analysis of
its most essential features. In caurse
'Of 'Our discussion we shall, mareaver,
exclusively refer to those segments
of the working class mavement that
profess Marxism-Leninism
as their
official creed. Madem revisianism nat
only captured the leadership 'Of the
leading Communist parties 'Of the
c31pitalist countries-such
as the
Italian and the French parties-but
also in usurping the leadership 'Of
some Communist parties even in
countries where the warking class had
previausly seized political powersuch as in Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Union.
How cauld this revisionism arise
within Marxism-Leninism?
In the
cajpitalist world a number of factars
contributed to the re-emergence 'Of
revisionism, such as the abhorrence of
war after the terrible devastatian of
the Secand World War, 'peaceful' and
fairly rapid growth of the ecanamy in .
some capitalist cauntries in the postwar period-consalidating,
in the process, the !position 'Ofthe labour aristocracy-relative amelioration in the living standards 'Ofthe working class in the
advanced capitalist cauntries, signi'ficant electoral- gains achieved by the .
Communist parties in the parliamentary and municipal electians in some
cauntries etc.

What constituted the material base
of the bilrth and growth of revisionism? It was during the so-called
"peaceful" periad 'Of Eurapean capitalism between 1872 and 1914between the Paris Commune and the
First World War-that
revisionism
came into being and continued ta
thrive. This periad was characterised
by the steady growth 'Of cajpitalism
within Europe and its spread 'Outside,
the absence 'Of revolutions
(except
for the Russian Revolution of 1905),
and the growth of the socialist parties
utilising the instrument of baurgeois
parliamentarism. The manopoly cajp,italists further accentuated the growth
'Of revisionism by liberally bringing
the leading elements of the labaur
mavement-the-'
labaur bureaucracy
-out of the huge super-prdfits earned
from the colonies. Thus "the -relative- .
ly 'peaceful' character of -the period'..
first of all- fostered OiPportunism as a·
mood, then as a trend, and finally, as
a group or stratum of the 'labour bureaucracy
and
petty-baurgeois
fellow-travellers. These elements were
able to gain the upper - hand in' the
labour movement 'Onlyby recagnising,
in words, revolutionary aims' and
"!revolutionary )methods.- They were
able to win the con'fidence - 'Of the
masses 'Only by solemnly vawing· that' The Bolsheviks
all the "peaceful" work· was only
In the sacialist world the cantributpreparation far the pro1etarian- revolu- ing factors were more camplex. Ta
tion."6
- start with, the Bolsheviks when they
It was -only by purging the working seized State pawer cauld not entirely
class movement of· such elements carry aut the classic tasks of the pro-that Lenin could, after the October letarian revalution. The Russian praRevolution,. found the Third Inter- . leta;riat had "taken aver the old
national.'
machinery of the State" (that is, did
In course of his fight against the not smash it) and that entailed the
revisionists Lenin predicted that "in - danger of administrative and politiseveral decades new Plekhanovs, cal sabotage by "the hundreds and
Scheidmanns
and new sentimental thousands of old officials who came
conciliators like Kautsky -will grow up aver from the Tsar and fram baurgeofrom the depths of 'united' social is society"-as
Lenin himself admitdemaCtfacy".7 As it turned aut subse- ted while speaking before the Fourth
quently, this was a fatal prediction, Congress of the Camintern.
Earlier
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in the same year addressing the Eleventh Congress
of the Russian Communi t Party
Lenin
had
warned
about the possibility of the Communists being influenced'
by an "alien
(that is, bourgeois)
culture". Then
again Lenin had emphasized that the
class struggle
after
the seizure of
State power by the proletariat-usually
becoming sharper-is
not simply economic and
political,
it is also and
continues to be intensely
ideological.
It seems that the Soviet Communist
Party leadership after Lenin did not
fully
realize
the
implications
of
Lenin's
warnings.
It must
not of
courSe be forgotten
that the Soviet
leaders had
practically
no previous
historical experience of socialist construction to fall back upon. Moreover
this first successful socialist construction in a backward country was being
constantly threatened by the imperialist encirclement. However, even then,
given these
extremely
unfavourable
circumstances,
the superiority of the
socialist system
over
the capitalist
system stands out when one compares
the achievements of the Soviet Union
in the relatively
short !period of its
existence with that of bourgeois democracy during the
last two hundred
years. All these Soviet
achievements
were accomplished
during the period
when Stalin led the Communist Party
and the country.
So it is crass dishonesty on the part of his successors
-the biggest flatterers of Stalin during
his lifetime-to
denigrate him and
deny his positive role in the construction of socialism under the pretext of
fighting against the 'cult of personality'. But
while
admitting
Stalin's
positive role one must not be blind to
the faults and serious
lapses
from
Marxism-Leninism
that
he sbowed
during his career. In fact the roots of
modern revisionism
lie, in part, in
these mistakes and lapses. Under him
the Leninist principle of "democratic
centralism" in the Party
was practically reduced to all centralism and' no
democracy. Holding the !principle that
the Communist
Party-that
is, its
Central Committee under Stalin-can
never
be wrong Stalin
reduced tbe
relation between the Communist leadership and thv masses to one of com-
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mandism. Thus the Leninist

principle
of the vanguard role of the Party was
interpreted
mcchanically
and
not
dialectically. that is, the reciprocity of
relationship between the P3'rty and the
masses
was hardly
emphasized in
practice.· All this put the Party beyond
the control of the masses
and gave
rise to an enormous bureaucratic appa'Catus within its fold'. Secondly, Stalin
blunted the revolutionary
vigilance of
the Soviet working class by declaring,
before the Eighteenth Congress of the
Soviet Communist
Party that there
were no more class antagonisms and
class struggle in Russia. Thirdly, he
sometimes confused the contradictions
among the people with those between
the ,people and their enemies; in conseqnence many innocent persons suffered along with the guilty and this
created, among many honest people,
a revulsion against the system.
These methods of Stalin were more
or less copied blindly by the Communist party leaders of Eastern Europe
on the morrow of its liberation from
fascism. Moreover,
while ;professing
proletarian
internationalism
in its relation with the Communist parties and
the socialist States the Soviet leadership under Stalin
(and later under
Khrushchev)
often practised paternalism with them. This again en!!endered
a certain amount
of anti-Sovietism
and
anti-Communism
among
tbe
'People of Eastern
Europe.
It goes
wjthout saying that these circumstances
created a favourable situation for the
penetration
of bourgeois culture in
various forms-spearheaded
by the
'American way of life'-and
accentuated the whole process.
All this constituted
the
material
base, as it were, for the rise vf mod~rn
revisionism.
Modern revisionism does not differ
in substance from the old.
That is.
both of them "by means of sophistry
rob Marxism
of its
revolutionary
spirit. They recognize
everything in
Marxism
except revolutionary
methods o~ struggle.
advocacy
of it,
.preparation
for it, and training the
masses 'Precisely in this sense. "il
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Trouble Abounding
COMMENTATOR

SERIOUS
troubles
broke
out
in different parts of the country
on the eve of the National Integration
Conference
at Sri nag a 1'. The
troubles
at Aurangabad,
Nagpur,
and Ghazipur are of a different nature
from those in Nagaland,
but all of
them are symptoms of tendencies that
the first integration
conference
convened by the; late Mr Jawaharlal Nehru
wanted to curb.
The
problems
of
Nagas, Mizos, or Kashmiris are political, and the Government,
more than
anybody else, is reS!ponsible for their
continued defiance of any solution.
Whether the Government's
approach
to these problems is conducive to a
satisfactory solution is a controversial
question. and all will not agree that
official action has always helped promotion of national integration.
For
the frightening recurrence of communal clashes
practically
all over the
country the Government alone is not
:perhaps responsible,
though it must
share a major portion of the blame for
its failure to check 'private action and
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prevent isolated incidents from aggravating into clashes between communities. It is stated that more communal clashes occurred in the country in
1967 than in the previous seven years.
Whether this has any link with the indiscriminate
detention
of Muslims
during the Indo-Pakistan
conflict
is
worth studying; in any event, the government action lent substance to the
theory of communal
politicians
that
the loyalty of Muslims in this country
is suspect and helped fanaticism to
parade as patriotism.
In spite of the
professed secularism
of the
major
political !p'clrties, communalism has become one of the staples of Indian politics. Perhaps no party can
claim
,today that it always refuses to be
moved by communal considerations;
that is why clasbes proliferate at election time. It hUJppened in 1967 and
it is happening again in this year of
mid-term polls,
The Statesman says that the malady
cannot be cured merely by treating
communal
riots as a law and order
problem. Communai violence can disappear from the scene only if the comlllunal virus is eliminated from the
body politic; and this, as recent experience has shown, is a difficult task.
Communal prejudices £11'0 by no means
W ak, and some avowedly
communal
parties have never been slow to exploit them to their political advantage.
The repeated talk of banning communal :{J>arlicsis pointless not only because
of constitutional objections to such a
ban but also because political and psychologicaL problems cannot be permanently solved by purely legal means.
Surprisingly, the paper
devotes
the
greater
part
of
the
article
to the reported
decision
of
the
U.P. branch of the Majlis-e-Mushawarat to form itself into a political party
and fight the mid-term election in the
State from an exclusively Muslim platform.
Characterising
the decision as
"highly deplorable"
the pa:per warns
that in the ultimate analysis the Majlis
leaders will be doing a disservice to
the community they profess to serve
because sooner or later their tactics
are likely to produce unhealthy reactions.
The vital interest which Muslims have in strengthening the secular
JUNE 22, 1968

character of the State will not be served by adopting methods wbich are
far from
secular.
It seems that in
its attempt
to hold the scales even
the :paper has created an impression
that communalism
of the majority
community is largely a reaction to the
attitude and action of the minority
community.
The Times of India is also opposed
to a ban on communal groups as any
such
action will drive
them underground or force them to work under
innovcous labels,
The more sensible
course will be to ban any propaganda
which is liable to create ill-will between
the two communities.
What is even
more im:portant, no one should be allowed to eXlploit any political or economic issue from a purely communal
angle.
There is also need to enforce
more strictly the electoral law which
bars candida ties from
appealing to
and cashing in on the prejudices of a
particular community in the course of
their campaign.
Even so, much will
depend on how alert the more enlightened sections of the two communities
are to the de.veloping danger.
The
main responsibility here is that of the
Congress,
Neither in Ranchi and
Allahabad nor in Nagpur
and Aurangabad would
the
situation have
taken so ugly a turn if it had been
alert to the danger and mobilised the
forces of peace to counter it effectively.
Only whcn it has learnt to do its duty
will it be able to enlist the help of
other parties in coming to griJps with
this challenge.
The paper says that
to talk endlessly of national integration and to do nothing about it is to
mock the victims of communal rioting.
Their number must be legion by now.
But
even more
ominous
than the
death-roll is the long trail of bitterness.
The unending
series of riots
has fostered a psychology of fear and
built up a new wall of mutual distrust.
Nagas

The Hindu is all for stern action
against the Naga rebels and thinks it
will be clearly unwise to continue the
cease-fire agreement beyond its present
limit of 30 June if the' rebels continue
to use such pauses to increase their
strength illegally. The paper says that

the propaganda arm of the rebel movement is already
busy turning
out
stories of high-handedness
on the part
of the s'~curity forces in an effort to
make out that only the Government
side has broken the agreement on the
cessation of hostilities.
To yield to
any demand of a probe into the action
taken by the security forces against
the terrorists would be to hamstring
the former at a time when they have
just begun the task of checking antinational activities.
It is obvious to
the paper that the rebels have been
able to ann themselves much better
than heretofore with the aid of the
Chinese.
In the faCe' of such continuous flouting of the agreement between the Government and the spokesmen of the rebels, it is too much to
expect thc security forces to :put themselves at a disadvantage for ever and
it is not surprising that they should
have struck some hard blows against
the rebels in recent weeks.
The pressure on the rebels must be kept up.
Similar support to the Government
has been extended
by Patriot which
says that the Government would have
been guilty of negte'cting its duty to
the people of this country if it made
no attempt to stop criminal activities
of this nature.
The hostile elements
have taken undue advantage of New
Delhi's indulgence towards a recalcitrant group and invited punitive action
against themselves.
The underground
Naga have been using the "truce" for
a long time as a cover
to assemble
arms, train men in fighting and in several other ways strengthen themselves
while nominally continuing talks with
the Govemment
of India.
The most
objectionable lP'art of their activity has
been to establish contact with China
and carryon
a traffic
in arms and
weapons and even claim that as an
"independent
Government" the underground had the right to establish any
relations they liked with any outside
Power.
In the last three years, Naga
contracts with the Chinese have increased to such an extent that they spelt a
threat to national security.
Gandhi, Desai Again
One of the few papers which maintained silence over recent rClPorts of
differences between the 'Prime Minis-
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let and her Deputy is The Indian
Amends for this have been
made in his weekly column by Frank
Moraes who says that what happens
next does not depend on the "arti'ficlally inflated frogs" of the Syndicate
or on the "turkeys" in the backyard
of the Prime Minister's Kitchen Cabinet. The issue turns really on one
man-the DCiputyPrime Minister who
is also the Finance Minister. Blaming Mrs "Gandhi for the present state
of her relationship with Mr Morarji
Desai Moraes says that Mrs G~.mdhi's
political philosophy and economic
thinking, like that of Mr Desai, is
largely derivative, but it derives primarily from her father. Like him she
is forward-looking and, in the best
senSe of that much-derided term, modern-minded. But she lacks her father's
background and eX(perience,which enabled him to systematise his thinking
and to implement his ideas institution- .
ally into projects and plans through a
calculated exercise of political power.
Mrs Gandhi's thinking is far less disciplined, lacks style and shalPe and is
consequently inchoate and confused.
It is here that an older and more experienced mind and hand could counsel and guide her, to her own advantage as Prime Minister and to the advantage of the country .. Mr Desai is
ideally suited for that role if only the
Prime Minister would reciprocate his
loyalty with her confidences.
The
mental and temperamental gulf between them is wide and undeniable.
Yet both should be capable of bridging
this in the overriding interest of the
country. If Mr Desai is sometimes
prone to IProject his ideas as dogmas,
Mrs Gandhi, like her father, is apt to
look suspiciously on ideas unless they
are clothed as ideologies. Moraes
warns that few things are more calculated to dent the Prime Minister's
image in the eyes of the country than
the: recurring Ireports of her undue
reliance on "ambitious cabin boys"
eager to teach the captain On the bridge how to steer the ship. A generation in terms of years may separate
the Prime Minister from her Deputy
but a combination of youth and expeience is preferable: to "a chorus of
political hippies".
Express.
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involve any controversy-such
as
India's glorious ancient !past, mountain scenery and the like. Competent
MANICK DATTA
films were made on temples and sculpture, paintings and landscape but
turning point was perhaps whenever a subject of social signifithe border incident in 1962. cance came up the film-maker willyThe effect was felt in many areas nilfy acce:pted the inevitability of picof artistic activity, including the turising the official brief. This was
documentary film movement in India. also an expression of the mood of the
Nehru's sense of profound disenchant- times-a
mood essentially still optiment with things as they were, affected mistic, still believing all is well in the
all those-specially
the artists and wake of independence,. If there was ."
intellectuals-made
after his image. no . optimism, the mood was still true
However, there was a process of grow- as an eXJpressionof cynical acceptance,
ing up, a closing of the ranks and an essentially guided by the solid, appaincreasing restlessness for self-examina- rently indestructible monolith of the
tion. In terms of documentary films Congress-State hydra.
a significant change came when
Outside the Government most of
Mrs Indira Gandhi, at that time the the talented producers were working
Chairman of the Citizens' Council, on films of crushing dullness, again
called a meeting at Delhi where repre- giving shape to the rigid brief of the
sentatives of the Government and private sector. The feeling was : since
commercial firms worked out a formula one couldn't make the films one
tor sponsored donation lfilms. The wanted to in the Government, better
\Jovernment through its Films Division make films about manufacturing and
of course has a monopoly of docu· advertisement for greater material rem~ntary films in India-most
of the ward. This seemed a better sop for
production and all of the exhibition the creative conscience as well. The
are through this Government machine. bureaucrats itt charge were also careful
Up to that time, it was not possible to gang up and destroy any producer
for non-Government films to find an who showed the slightest sign of any
audience and there was a natural re- rebellion. Most self-respecting proluctance among private sponsors to ducers therefore opted out. Docuspend money on anything but the most mentary 'films of public interest beprosaic films designed to meet the im- came the monopoly of the mediocre.
mediate promotional needs of their
own industrial activity or product. Donation Films
The post-1962 initiative brought in
Thus Hari Das Gupta's film for Tata
Steel photographed by Claude Renoir the first crop of donation films and
and made at an enormous cost could there was something different about
be shown only to invited audiences. these. They were more legitimately
Some of the best films of the fifties after the mainstream of docume!ltaries
sponsored by Burmah Shell had a inspired by Grierson in the thirties
similar fate and the whole programme in England and enriched thereafter,
was eventually
wound up.
By everywhere, p~rticularly by Jennings in
the early sixties, documentary films in England during the last war and the
India of any public interest were more National Film Board of Canada in the
or less restricted to films sponsored by postwar period. Whatever the individuthe Government
Films Division. al assessmenli about 1962, for the first
These films were almest entirely in- time, producers found a small openformational in content and very care- ing where they could drive in a wedge
fully avoided all controversial prob- to build a permanent platform for
lems made as they were under the films expressing the new mood. Many
rigid guidance of an officer from the of the bureaucrats did not like this
sponsoring Ministry. Whatever little encroachment upon their hegemony of
creative spark was available inevitably an important mass communication
concentrated on subjects that did not medium and predictably with the dilu-
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tion of emergency and growing economic difficulties the whole scheme was
in danger of getting scuttled. By this
time the nation had faced Nehru's
death and his daughter had become Minister of Information and
Broadcasting. For a while the Government seemed very anxious to introduce new thinking in all its masseom
media. In early 1965 the first International Film Festival was held in
India. A young documentarist burst
into the scene with a film called
Miles to go. The film had run into
censorship problems and was not even
an official entry for the festival. The
jury salvaged the film and a special
prize was declared. The Canadian
member of the jury remarked, "All
you need in India is a Sukhdev with
a camera". Perhaps an over-simplilfication,but this was the first documentary film which challenged the accepted norms about what a film could or
could not say. The lfilm had many
faults, particularly those of labouring
the obvious aspects of Indian reality
and superimposed Nehru's favourite
line from Frost as the title to add
respectability to a subject that was intended to hit out at the Establishment.
However, there was a cinematic flair,
a kind of restlessness in the style, a
mood not to take things for granted.
It was, for the times, an important
',film. The mood in the Government
had also sufficiently changed to allow
its public exhibition. The new mood
towards self-examination that started
with the emergency films now found
a more powerful expression and perhaps even a focus with this film. But
yet many producers could not respond
to this trend. To the more politically
oriented, Sukhdev's approach seemed
naive, the obvious stress on inequalities-a gimmicky travesty of the rather
complex reality of the times.
They
waited and went back to non-controversial subjects: the temple, sculpture,
folk lore and song. Good sensitive
films, but produced with the habitworn mentality of playing safe, distrusing the new mood of the Establishment, especially as Sukhdev's film wa!\
eventually doomed to be withdrawn
from the general circuit.
JUNE 22, 1968

Hussain's Film
The conflict with Pakistan suddenly
brought into focus the devastating lack.
of serious films. Some well-known
producers were mobilised to make
films on subjects of national importance, but even before they could report
to Delhi, Tashkent mercifully put a
stop to the conflict; Lal Bahadur died;
these proposed films were shelved for
the time being. Some of the moves
initiated by his successor began to be
translated in terms of personnel. The
Ministry now had an imaginative leadership. This constitutes the third
turning point for the Indian documentary film. The results were soon reflected in two films. One was a film
made by the famous painter Hussain
on Rajasthan, the other a film called
Face to Face made by a Films Division team. In many ways Hussain's
film was something completely new.
I-fe was given trained crew and
given complete freedom to make what
he wanted. Hussain had a concentrated eXJposureto the nouvelle vague
cinema in Europe and was very anxious to experiment with film form.
His is the first film ever made in India
which attempted to tacke the problem of pictorial autonomy in cinema.
For this he went to one of the
main sources of his art-Rajasthan.
But in the event, his anxiety to pack
in all that he wanted to say in one film,
:precisely contradicted what must have
been his main intention. The film became burdened with pedestrain symbolism (life is but an algebraic equation of umbrellas and shoes etc),
contrived images of some sort of social
consciousness and was heavily literary
in its efforts to achieve pictorial autonomy. At the editing table configuration became sequential and the
music conceived as an effects track
completely imprisoned the pictures in
a firm chain of mundane realism.
What remain beautiful are the purely
ipictorial representatio~s-particularly
where with all the drama inherent in
surrealism he combines Rajasthan with
his own drawings. The disjuncts'truly
become a sort of homage to images
literated from words. There are other
painterly images-the
children at an
outdoor school, like so many petals,

opening up into a flower. But such
images are rare and often marred by
the artist's neophyte self-consciousness.
However, it remains probably the most
exciting experiment for films in India
even in its failure-this
is the first
time that an outsider has been given
official encouragement to make a film
and also the first time that a film has
been attempted at a complex level of
the cinema's present-day
problem:
the problem of pictorial autonomy.
One can only hope that such experiments will proliferate and will be allowed to continue. The Indian cinema
must attract more outsiders-poets,
painters, dramatists, architects for renewal and enrichment.
The second film Face to Face achieved a more sophisticated fulfilment
of what Sukhdev's Miles to go had
started. The film mainly consists of a
series of interviews in which members
of the ;public were allowed a free expression of their views on Indian
democracy. This was again something
new-people could say what they liked
and no Indian film earlier had the actuality impact of interviews. The film,
however, is limited by its own style ;
it only works in English, the language
in which the film-makers, Chari and
Abraham, had conceived it. In this
counllry documentary mms have ~~o
be dubbed in 14 languages and dialogue in one particular language immediately creates serious barriers of communication for the others. The filmmaker himself agrees that the language
versions of the film do not have the
impact of the original English. The
other limitation is of course the superimposition of the TV form on a
movie. This is sought to be solved by
cutting away to illustrative shots of
what is being said, But this is only
a partial solution as the main prop of
actuality is disturbed and the film
'finally lacks a coherent visual structure.
Nevertheless it made an
important advance in terms of creative
freedom inasmuch as it was permitted
to be shown on the eve of the last
general elections. Again, a measure
of the new mood. Even the Establishment was apparently,
encouraging
critical self-examination. There were
reports of some bureaucratic objec15
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tion to the
lfilm, . although
it
is
difficult
to see why. . The
film, in away, very successfully projects a liberal image of the Establishment-freedom
of speech-and
does
not raise any serious questioning of
Indian democracy at work. Again,
some producers felt a resistance to
what they considered to be an essentially middle-class urban appreciation
of Indian reality for an essentially
middle-class urban milieu. On the
other hand some said that this film
could not have been made in more
advanced societies, as ~OJ' example,
France and the film was enthusiastically :praised by no less a person than
the method actor, Marlon Brando,
then on a visit to India!
It was clear that the new official
leadership was out to encourage creative freedom and were prepared to
stand up for the independence of the
creative author. This gave good heart
to all producers. The
donation
scheme was now irrevocably a part
of the scene actively encouraged by
officialdom and a number of good films
were released by the Films Division.
These were films financed by the private sector, so the question of sociopolitical controversy did not arise.
This was followed by a decision to revive some of the subjects that had
been abandoned after Tashkent----.ifilms
on the common man, on communal
problems, on apathy, on self-examination. Reasonable freedom has been
allowed, so far, on these themes and
some good films should emerge out of
this lot. The mood was thus sympathetic and for this reason the terrible
disaster of enfamished Bihar produced
a number of heart-searching films.
Starting with Report on Drought, in
which interviews were successfully integrated into the overall visual structure, the climax came with the recent
Framework of Famine by the playwright Pratap Sharma-again
an outsider's first film. To date, this is the
most powerful film made in what I
have called the new mood. In this
film of vibrating intensity, Sharma
communicates with great conviction
his personal nightmare of the famine.
So far, this is the only lfilm, in which
the author has been able to get deep16
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ly and totally involved in his subject,
where he accepts his own middle-class
guilt and atrophy and tries to communicate it with no reservations, and
with utmost honesty. An unfortunate
timing-the
film took too long to
finish-has robbed the film of its main
impact of immediacy and has already
given it the quality of old newsreels,
of horrors perpetrated but forgotten.
India 1967

Lastly, the piece de resistance, the
longest film of the year, Sukhdev's
hour-long colour documentary India
1967. A logical extension of his
Miles to go, the film measures the
growth in cinematic competence of
this talented film-maker but alas, not
of his mind. The film has brilliant
shooting, mostly done by, Sukhdev
himself, imaginative use of sound, a
great deal of energy, beautiful colour
but finally .lacks even the impact of
his cruder, earlier film. As you see
the film you feel as if a very talented
foreigner has passed through, India
in 1967 and made a film. There is
very little compassion, no real anger;
nor a sense of one's own middle-class
futility. But not quite. There are two
most moving passages which show
what this film could have been. One
is at the very beginning of the film
ending with a lullaby, as a child puts
to sleep another child in the Rajasthan
desert, a sequence of pure cinema
realised with an intense love and
understanding of the desert people.
The other is when Sukhdev himself
appears in his village home and meets
his ancient relative.
Every shot is
surcharged with the special schizophrenia of the urban Indian. The sequence is beautifully climaxed by
Sukhdev's bored yawn in response to
the endless though loving chatter of
the aged relative. The alienation
from, as well as nostalgia for, one's
own roots, is devastatingly final. The
evocative quality is so powerful that
it lives in memory, in spite of Sukhdev hamming Sukhdev.
There are other sequences of great
cinematic flair-the Shiv Sena demonstration, for example, myriads of other
shots beautifully taken, but the whole,

in spite of its modern idiom, lacks
the necessary emotional impact. One
may be tempted to dismiss this film
for its repetitive superficial and naive
jet-bullock cart passage. One may
even say it is too easy to laugh at.
India--one may groan at its unreasonable length. But this is an important
lfilm-at least it refuses to take things
for granted, breaks away from bogus
lyricism and in a way bears witness to
the confused mood of the country.
We perhaps need a season Of iconoclasts!
All in all, 1967 has been a good
year-the
best we have ever had in
documentary films.
It is clear that
now we are ready for the next watershed~films which will bring involvement and depth, which will communicate and quicken our understanding of
the complex reality and thus come. of
age as good and responsible cinema.
The beginnings have been made, a
climate has been created for action.
Ministers and officials will come and
go, with their individual variations of
enlightened patronage-this
is of
transitory relevance. What is important is; for film-makers to seize this opportunity,
only
they
have
a
permanent
stake
in
films-shed
their old habits of non-involvement
and combine together in their common
interest of making ifilms of social signilficance. The signs are encouraging.
Already there is a new unity amongst
the producers.
The rivalries of a
highly competitive profession have
considerably softened and there are
increasing instances of producers
working together and: collaborating.
If this trend continues, We shall surely
get the films the Indian situation
demands-politicians
and
officials
notwithstanding.
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Tardy Measure
PRABODH KUMAR

MAITRA

THE

recent release of the State
Film Enquiry report, which
was submitted a good five years back,
may have been entirely dUe to the
present situation. Not that the committee anticipated the sit'U~tion but
one of its recommendations recorded
• "a good case" for instituting an enquiry into the conditions of labour in
the cinema industry. Had it been
conducted, a positive outlook would
have been evident now and the present tasks would have been easier to
face.
But even the tardy enquiry report
is welcome for more than one reason.
The unwholesome state of affairs is
laid bare. The gradual deterioration
in conditions in all the sectors is recorded. The report also does not fail
to recognise that, despite all the hardships, hazards and risks, the "urge of
production" continues unabated-a
strange phenomenon". The arithmetic of the iP!foduction is elaborately
calculated. But how much is hidden
behind such figures?
The lack of exhibition facilities
and proper attention by the authorities
to the problem is in the committee's
list of priorities. It suggests more
houses, touring cinemas and community theatres to tackle the problem.
For an assured return a film should
not only be released within a reasonable period, it should also run for a
certain IPcriod. The exhibitors' dominant position is due to inadequacy of
houses and even if they run little risk
and amass profits by a "number of
malpractices" they do not plough back
any part of their income fol' the bene'tit of the industry.
The interesting part of the rt1P0rt
"
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is the Committee's reluctance' to accept the view that a quota ought to be
fixed for Bengali films in the new
showhouses. Articles of the Constitution are invoked against such a view.
Together with that, however, the
report records that "the distributors'
section of the EIMPA is opposed to
the idea." Such juxtaposition tends to
widen the credibility gap.
About technicians, the report does
not go beyond suggesting an employment exchange for them. For imparting training in different aspects of
film making a section is recommended
in the Rabindra Bharati University.
The Committee has a word of praise
for film societies and asks the Government to encourage such bodies.
What the report does not mention
is the practice of State awards which
some States have introduced but not
West Bengal. The panacea of a State
Film Development Board is what the
Committee arrives at. In respect of
"black money" the Committee appar:ently is taken in by the EIMPA's suggestion of self-regulation. The report
has nothing to say about the film
council proposed by the Patil Committee in 1951. The Centre is reported to be again thinking of setting it
up. Last time the effort was snubbed
by the movie mughals. The relationship which State boards should have
with such a council at the Centre is
an important question not examined
by the Committee.
But deSipite deficiencies the report
is cOIDjprehensive and the first ever
in the State to go into such details of
every branch of the film industry. It
is caustic about the quality of documentary films most of which are in
the State sector. The need for more
educational films of a better quality
and films for children is once again
underlined.
In the present context the report
has adequate relevance. The publication must be followed up by properly spelled out courses of action to
provide institutional support. Five
years have been lost since the submission of the report, a period during
which the stranglehold of the greedy
merchants of entertainment has increased.

Letters

'Voyage Of Discovery
Mr Ghani (June 8) is only as fair
to the Editor of Frontier as his own
political commitment allows him to
be. In honesty, however, it must be
admitted that Mr GMpj and like-minded people would find 'Voyage of
Discovery' hard to stomach. It is unsettling-cven
dangerous - and its
contents are too sharp and pungent
for the taste of those who found in
Khrushchev,
the iP'rogenitor of the
'drtlzba', the foremost creative Marxist
since Lenin.
No, I said, I will not write a lettcr
to the Editor about Mr Ghani's lettcr.
The latest Russo-American
treaty
on
non~proliferation
is
proof
enough of
the
Russo-American
conspiracy to dominate the world.
But the provocation was too strong.
Russo-American druzba an invention
of somebody's fertile brain' !
More than sixty years ago Gorky
branded American imperialism as the
bulwark of world reaction wading
through rivers of blood to establish
its domination. After the Twentieth
Congress of the CPSU, however, the
true image of American imperialism
has been blurred by quarters which
regard a Soviet-U.S. detente as the
overriding Ipriority. Eisenhowcr, who,
disregarding
the commitments of
1954, began the escalation in Vietnam, became a 'man of peace', Kennedy who continued it with still more
ferocity a 'liberal realist' and even
that murderer Johnson was described
as 'reasonable'. The druzba that began
in Camp David in 1959, consolidated
further by the Partial Test Ban Treaty to prevent socialist China from
acquiring the capacity to withstand a
U.S. nuclear blackmail, by the joint
peace-keeping operation in the Congo,
by the Soviet poet Yevtushenko reciting his poetry before the U.S. Secretary of Defence,
Mc'Namara-to
name only a few landmarks in the
history of Russo-American druzbareached its zenith when Kosygin having left Nasser in the lurch a year
ago, went to Glassboro for his second
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session
of talks
with Mr Johnson.
"I've got so used to here, it is liking
.::oming home'. Need it be said to Mr
Ghani that 'coming home>' can only be
inspired by druzba.
With his thoughts closed and the
,enSe of reality dulled
by habit Mr
Ghani likes to. suppress those incidents
which do not fit in with his :pmticular
,tate of mind; the horrifying result is
"the captive mind". The world in his
eyes becomes reduced to a set of predictable
formulas-Moscow
which
was once the proud capital, the Mecca
of revolutionaries
all the world over,
remains eternally
a fixed
category,
come what may. And whatever cannot
be fitted into the formula produces the
symptoms of breakdown that Pavlov
noted
in his dogs when they were
subjected to contradictory
impulses.
I have been greatly amused to watch
the conditioned reflexes af the pious
and the orthodox.
PRaBaDH
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The Killers
On June 12, Congress Chief Nijalingappa met Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi and both are reported to. have
discussed the communal
situation in
India. The Hindustan Times reported
that both of them were worried about
the riots in Aurangabad,
Nagpur and
Ghazipur
and
agreed
about
the
need to handle the situation
firmly,
but in the absence of Mr Chavan a
fuller discussion could not take place.
Mr Chavan was then
enjoying the
cool breeze and romantic atmosphere
of Nainital.
Is it necessary
to remind
Mrs
Gandhi that Mr Chavan is her subordinate?
The
maintenance
of law
and arder is the duty of Mr Chavan
and after the
one-sided
killings af
hundreds of Muslims and scores of
Harijans in 1968 alane, Mrs Gandhi
should have asked him to submit his
resignatian.
At least she could have
summoned Mr Chavan from Nainital
instead of postpaning
the discussion
on the communal riots.
The law and: order situation prevailing in the country indicates that
Mr Chavan is a poor and weak Home
Minister ; and the communal
forces
which are obviously backed by the
J ana Sangh and the RSS. are gaining
ground.
Whenever there are communal riots the Jana Sangh leaders and
newsp3iPers blame the Muslims.
The
latest issue of a Jana Sangh weekly
published from New Delhi says that
the Muslims
slaughtered
a cow in
Aurangabad
and
started
shoutingAllah-ho-Akbar
and Pakistan, Zindabad.
What
fantastic
table-news!
This type of news creates more confusion and hatred
in the country.
Isn't it the job of the Harne Ministry
to take action against such papers?
But Mr Chavan does not want to. annoy them specially after the rise af
the Shiv Sena in Maharashtra.
After
all he is to contest
the next election
from Maharashtra.
The communal reactionaries slaughtered Muslims and then Harijans.
I
take this
qppartunity
to warn the
Christians and Sikhs,
the other twa
minority communities of India.
They
must be prepared to resist an attack

by the communal Hindus which is
going to come very soon.
Every individual must learn to defend himself
because the State has forgotten its duty
to defend its citizens from the frenzy
of communalists.
J. S. CHOPRA
New Delhi

Missionary Zeal
I completely agree with the author
of the letter
'Jadavpur'
(June 8) ....•
One of the chief tasks
of the neocolonialist today is to contaminate the
youth af India with American influence and culture. Not only in Jadavpur University, but also. in numerous
schools in this country, they are trying
to. retard the progressive movement of
the youth.
Missionaries
carry
out
this job quite well. For example,
in missionary schools a subject called
'Moral Science' is taught. I am quoting from the 'Moral Science' book of
a famous missionary
schoal in Calcutta:
"Callectivism
(socialism)
is a disguised form of slavery, the slavery of
the individual
to. an all-powerful
State". "Class
differences
are not
wrong,
" "Class
war is not
anly unnecessary,
but also unable to
achieve a lasting solution of the social
problem". "Private
property
is the
best means to safeguard
man's dignity and God-given freedom."
In the name
of 'Social
Studies',
books written
by these
imperialist
agents
are
recommended.
From
'God's awn country' come copies of
'Peace on Earth'. Time, one of the
mouthpieces
of the U.S. imperialists,
is distributed free to the students.
These agents
of U.S. imperialism,
the number ane enemy of the toiling
masses, are one of the main enemies
of students
and youth.
We should
never hesitate to crush them.
A STUDENT OF A MISSIONARY SCHOOL
Calcutta.
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